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Ozone Global 
Climate Change

28 March 2007
30th class meeting

Environmental Biology (ECOL 206)
University of Arizona, spring 2007

Kevin Bonine, Ph.D.
Anna Tyler, Graduate TA

READINGS 
Wednesday 28 March:

Global Climate Change; 2 readings:
National Geographic Article, Nature Paper 

Friday 30 March: 
Swetnam Essay (http://tree.ltrr.arizona.edu/~tswetnam/HCNEssay.html)

Lab 28/30 March: 
meet in lab, 
bring Mt Lemmon data, notes

Creativity Project Progress (02 April)

http://eebweb.arizona.edu/courses/Ecol206/206_Page2007.html 2

SNR Special Seminar Information
Thanks to financial support from the Graduate Student and Professional Council, Institute for 
the Study of Planet Earth, and USGS, we are honored to welcome Dr. Sharon Collinge from 
The University of Colorado at Boulder for a visit to SNR on March 27th and
28th. Dr. Collinge will be giving a talk
entitled Got plague?: Links between landscape change and disease occurrence in western 
USA grasslands, as part of the School of Natural Resources Seminar Series (Wednesday, 
March 28th at noon in the Old Chem Bldg (across the quad) room 209).
Dr. Collinges current research focuses on the role of landscape spatial heterogeneity in 
shaping ecological processes, including responses of individual organisms, populations, and 
communities to spatial variation in landscape structure. More information on Dr. Collinges lab 
can be found at <<http://www.colorado.edu/eeb/EEBprojects/CollingeLab/index.html>. 

A selection of Dr. Collinges papers can be found by following this link 
(http://www.u.arizona.edu/~obrienc/research/collinge/collinge.html).

Tuesday, March 27th 
Undergraduate student luncheon, 12:00 1:00 pm, room 218 BSE
Break-out session (professional development and research), 1:15 2:15, room 218 BSE

Wednesday, March 28th 
SNR Noon Seminar, 12:00-1:00, Old Chem Bldg room 209
Potluck social, 6:00 9:00 (more information to come)
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Upcoming Seminars

EEB Bioinformatics/Collections Postdoctoral Position
Date: Wednesday, March 28
Time: 12:00 Noon
Room: BSW 210

Adam D. Leache> Ph.D. candidate
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
University of California, Berkeley

Evolutionary Studies of Phrynosomatid Lizards in the Desert Southwest & Baja California
Adam is a candidate for an EEB Bioinformatics/Collections Postdoctoral position and will be available to 
meet with faculty and students, Wednesday March 28. Please contact Peter Reinthal
(pnr@email.arizona.edu) to set up an appointment. For more information, see Web: 
http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~leache/ <http://socrates.berkeley.edu/%7Eleache/>

PERT Program and Dept. of Entomology
Date: Thursday, March 29
Time: 4:00 pm
Room: Marley, Room 230

Ulrich Mueller
W.M. Wheeler Lost-Pines Professor of Integrative Biology
University of Texas at Austin

Principles of ant-microbe coevolution, symbiont choice, and the engineering of microbial 
consortia by fungus-growing ants 4

Miller 11-23, 2003
Miller 2005 Fig. 12-21

Photochemical Smog

Ozone in 
troposphere = bad

Miller, 2003
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Miller 11-26, 2003, Miller 2005 Figure 12-22

Acid Deposition

-Soil
-Water
-Fish
-Buildings, Cars, etc.
-Human Health

Acid 
Formation

DRY

WET
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Miller, 2005

Credits for Trading
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7See Miller 12-25, 2005

Air Pollution (~Indoors)

8
Miller 2005

9
Miller 2005
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Mercury…

Mercury is a toxic metal emitted by industrial sources. U.S. power plants emit 48 tons a year, 
and the new rule establishes an emissions-trading program that is expected to lower 

emissions to about 31 tons by 2010 and to about 15 tons by 2026. The Harvard analysis was 
based on similar targets in President Bush's "Clear Skies" legislative proposal. 

In most cases, mercury toxicity results from eating fish: Industrial emissions fall from the air 
into water and are taken up by fish. Because the metal does not break down, it moves 

steadily up the food chain to species that people consume. A major reason for the dramatic 
difference in the health benefit estimates was that the EPA looked only at the effects of 

reducing mercury levels in freshwater fish, but most of the fish Americans eat comes from 
oceans. 

"Some very large share of mercury exposure comes from tuna," Hammitt said. "And while it's 
true that our power plants have less effect on tuna than on [freshwater] northern pike, if you 

ignore the saltwater pathway you'll miss a lot of the benefit." 
Even though U.S. power plants contribute only about 1 percent of the mercury in the oceans, 
reducing even that small amount makes a difference, he said. The EPA has said that ocean 

species such as tuna, pollock, shrimp and halibut account for two-thirds of the mercury 
Americans consume, while catfish, the largest source of mercury among freshwater fish, 

accounts for only 3 percent. 

"Are you saving the industry a billion dollars but taking away $10 billion worth 
of benefits for the general public?" Amar asked. 

By Shankar Vedantam
Washington Post Staff Writer
Tuesday, March 22, 2005; Page A01 
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Mercury stays in the environment for a long time. 
Small organisms absorb mercury from water and 
sediment; these organisms then are eaten by smaller 
fish. Predator fish eat the smaller fish and 
methylmercury is accumulated up the food chain. 
Larger fish have the highest amounts of 
methylmercury stored in their bodies. Predator 
species for Illinois include all species of black 
bass (largemouth, smallmouth and spotted), 
striped bass, white bass, hybrid bass, walleye, 
sauger, saugeye, flathead catfish, muskellunge 
and northern pike.

Why is the statewide methylmercury advisory only 
for predator species? 

Mercury is a metal that occurs naturally in small 
amounts in the environment. It also comes from 
burning coal or trash and from industry. Mercury gets 
into lakes and rivers in several ways, including rain and 
runoff. When conditions are right in the water, certain 
kinds of bacteria change metallic mercury into the more 
toxic methylmercury. Methylmercury is stored in the 
muscle of fish, the part of the fish people eat. 

How does methylmercury get into bodies 
of water in Illinois? 

The developing nervous systems of fetuses and 
children could be damaged if exposed to even small 
amounts of methylmercury. At high doses, 
methylmercury can affect the central nervous system 
(causing such health problems as memory loss and 
slurred speech) and can cause kidney damage and 
failure, and gastrointestinal damage. The possible 
health effects depend on how much methylmercury is 
stored in the fish and how much fish is eaten over a 
period of time. Based on the amounts of methylmercury
detected in predator sport fish in Illinois, it is unlikely 
that people would experience adverse health effects 
associated with exposure to high doses.

What are the potential health effects for people who 
eat fish contaminated with methylmercury? 

Illinois
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http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/gooduphigh/

Ozone information from the EPA:
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Chapter 12
- Global Climate Change
- Ozone
- Air Pollution

Atmosphere
Stratosphere 

(Ozone = Sunscreen)
blocks 95% UV

Troposphere (80% air mass) 
(Weather)
N      0.78
O      0.21
H20   up to 0.04
Ar 0.01
CO2 0.00037
etc.

Miller, 2003

Ozone bad here

Ozone good here
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Global Warming vs. Ozone Depletion

Miller, 2003, see Miller 2005 Table 12-1
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Miller, 2003

Ozone depletion in the stratosphere

CFCs
(last ~100 years)

-Coolants
-Propelants
-Cleaners
-Fumigants
-Insulation

- Ozone thinning at the poles
- Seasonal
- UV-B

X100,000
16

van der Leun (UNEP) 1995

Environmental Effects of Ozone Depletion

Some reductions in ODCs, but continued thinning - why?

UV-B (290-315 nm) effects - ouch.

-Human and Animal Health
-Terrestrial Plants
-Aquatic Ecosystems

Phytoplankton as CO2 sink
Base of food web

-Biogeochemical Cycles
alter decomposition rates etc.

-Air Quality http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/gooduphigh/ozone.pdf
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Miller, 2003, see Miller 2005 Fig. 12-17

Effects of Ozone Thinning

Cataracts
Cancer
Immune system

Crops
Phytoplankton
Aquatic ecosystems
Forests

Air Pollution

(Global Warming
-indirectly)

18
Miller, 2003 (other)
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Miller, 2003, see Miller 2005 Fig. 12-19

Effective International Agreements regarding ODCs
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http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/gooduphigh/ozone.pdf
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http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/gooduphigh/ozone.pdf
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javascript:pop_me_up2('http://nytimes.feedroom.com/?fr_story=cd3d476b15fec65dc1f1
ee82cb6194d532c96858','820_700','width=820,height=700,scrollbar=yes,toolbars=no,r
esizable=yes,location=no');

Climate Expert Says NASA Tried to Silence Him

James E. Hansen, top NASA climate scientist, at the Goddard Institute in Upper Manhattan. 

Published: January 29, 2006 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/29/science/earth/29climate.html?ex=1144468800&en=16de8edc852ca42d&ei=5070
Article:

Video:

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/science/topics/globalwarming/index.html

Global Warming hits on NYTimes:
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http://www.gsfc.nasa.gov/gsfc/service/gallery/fact_sheets/earthsci/green.htm

atmospheric CO2 up 25% since 1800

24
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What happens to the solar radiation that reaches the earth?

Miller, 2003

-1 billionth solar output

-visible and ultraviolet (UV)

-greenhouse gases
(water vapor, CO2, methane, 
nitrous oxide, ozone)

-autotrophs/primary productivty

26

Greenhouse Effect
- earth’s surface absorbs or reflects
- reflected either into space or absorbed by gases
- greenhouse gases heat up and emit infrared radiation

Miller, 2003

27 28
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Global Climate Change

GeoSigns, EcoSigns, Time Signs
National Geographic September 2004

We are changing our planet’s climate and the 
evidence is to be found in the geological, biological, 

and climatological records available for study.

-Carbon Dioxide, Methane, Nitrous Oxide

-Deforestation, etc.

35

GeoSigns

Glaciers
(disappearing; water and electricity for humans)

Sea Level
(>100 million people live within 3’ mean sea level)
(1” sea level 8’ beach loss)

Permafrost
(melting and causing subsidence; drunken forests)

Rate of Change

36
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Selected Greenhouse Gases

• Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
– Source: Fossil fuel burning, deforestation 

Anthropogenic increase: 30%
Average atmospheric residence time: 500 years

Methane (CH4)
– Source: Rice cultivation, cattle & sheep ranching, decay 

from landfills, mining 
Anthropogenic increase: 145%
Average atmospheric residence time: 7-10 years 

Nitrous oxide (N2O)
– Source: Industry and agriculture (fertilizers) 

Anthropogenic increase: 15%
Average atmospheric residence time: 140-190 years
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Global Warming

Miller, 2003

[CO2] higher than in past 420,000 
years

20th Century hottest in last 10

Temperature has increased 0.5 C 
since 1950

Since 1861, 9 of the 10 warmest 
years occurred since 1990
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Hottest Years on Record
1. 1998
2. 2002
3. 2003
4. 2001
5. 1997

Albedo Feedback
(poles changing more rapidly [7-9 F]; 1 F globally)

North Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation
(transfers heat around planet, keeps Europe warm)

GeoSigns (2004)

44
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EcoSigns

Adelie Penguins, Polar Bears
(ice shelves for nesting and foraging on krill)
(thinner bears b/c feeding season shortened)

Timing of Migration, Reproduction (incl. TSD)

Shifting Ranges
(sky islands, invasives, decoupled food webs)

Anthropogenic Barriers
(restrict movements)

Coral Bleaching
(1998, 16% corals killed or bleached) 48
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Walther et al. 2002
Ecological Responses to Recent Climate Change

Phenology
timing
frost-free days
variability

Range Shifts
1. temperature
2. precipitation
-latitude and altitude

Spatial Heterogeneity

Walther et al. 2002, Fig. 1

54

Miller, 2003

Beech Tree Range

- poles will heat up 
relatively faster

For each 1 degree C change:
- climate belts will 
shift toward the 
poles by 100-150 km
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Degree C 
per decade

Percent change 
in precipitation

MORE

Warmer

(Spatial 
heterogeneity)

Walther et al. 2002, Fig. 1
56

Walther et al. 2002
Ecological Responses to Recent Climate Change

Community Changes
-Plant structure

animal community
-Bleaching
-Antarctic

Ecosystem Changes
-Recruitment
-Trophic interactions

Synergistic Effects
(cod, coral)

Walther et al. 2002, Fig. 3

Switzerland
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TimeSigns

Stalagmites, Coral Rings
(evidence of cave flooding; annual variability)

Tree Rings
(sophisticated recorders of environmental fluctuations)

Ice Cores
(data going back >100,000 years)
(ice cores as conservation tools?)

Sediment Cores
(mud, pollen)

Pack Rat Middens
(hoarders, urinaters, climate fluctuation) 58

59Miller, 2003

(rate of change)

Ice caps
Glaciers
Migrations
Floods
Droughts
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http://fightglobalwarming.com/index.cfm (CLICK HERE)
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